Abstract: Clustering methods are popular tools for pattern recognition in spatial databases. Existing clustering methods have mainly focused on the matching and clustering of complex trajectories. Few studies have paid attention to clustering origin-destination (OD) trips and discovering strong spatial linkages via OD lines, which is useful in many areas such as transportation, urban planning, and migration studies. In this paper, we present a new Simple Line Clustering Method (SLCM) that was designed to discover the strongest spatial linkage by searching for neighboring lines for every OD trip within a certain radius. This method adopts entropy theory and the probability distribution function for parameter selection to ensure significant clustering results. We demonstrate this method using bike-sharing location data in a metropolitan city. Results show that (1) the SLCM was significantly effective in discovering clusters at different scales, (2) results with the SLCM analysis confirmed known structures and discovered unknown structures, and (3) this approach can also be applied to other OD data to facilitate pattern extraction and structure understanding.
Introduction
Origin-destination (OD) data are a special type of trajectory data that concern origin and destination locations but ignore the actual trajectory route. OD matrices represent one of the most important sources of information used for strategic planning and the management of transportation networks [1] . Traditionally, urban planning and transportation engineering rely on household questionnaires or census and road surveys that are conducted every 5-10 years to develop methodologies for OD matrix estimations. Recent improvements in Big Data and tracking facilities have made it possible to collect a large amount of travel data for moving objects. However, previous studies of OD matrices, which have been based on point statistics over administrative or traffic spatial units, quickly become illegible as the data size increases due to the massive intersections and overlapping of OD flows [2] . Automatic algorithms that are able to extract useful information from these sources have consequently acquired great interest [3] .
There are two basic types of clustering algorithms related to OD data: point clustering of origin or destination points and spatial clustering of actual trajectories. However, few studies have focused on the clustering of OD lines directly. If traffic analysis is the main research subject, the actual
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Point Clustering Method for OD Data
The point clustering method for OD data was derived from the traditional OD matrix analysis. This method mainly generates OD flow by counting the numbers of origin and destination points in a spatial region of interest (e.g., administration areas or traffic-affected zones), which can be defined subjectively by users or derived from the data [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . For the latter definition, the main option is to use the density-based grouping method to cluster geographically closed points to obtain the region of interest. For example, Guo et al. presented an approach to group spatial points into clusters, derive statistical summaries, and visualize spatiotemporal mobility patterns [9] . In addition, they presented a flow-based density estimation method and a flow selection method to normalize and smooth flows with a controlled neighborhood size and detect high-level patterns in the data [2, 10] . Mao et al. presented another novel approach for the spatial clustering of OD pairs based on traffic grid partitioning to discover spatiotemporal patterns in urban commuting and the job-housing balance. This method can create clusters using traffic grids of different sizes to adapt to different density surfaces and identify threshold values from the statistics of OD clusters to extract urban job-housing structures [11] .
However, a major limitation of these methods is the fixed boundary constraint for the region of interest. Whether it is defined subjectively by users or derived from the data, once the boundary of the region of interest is fixed, its spatial heterogeneity is ignored. For example, two similar and adjacent OD trips would be regarded as completely different behaviors just because their endpoints are clustered into two different regions. Therefore, we proposed a new clustering method to identify the spatial linkage without fixed boundary.
Trajectory Clustering Methods
Another research method related to OD line clustering is the trajectory clustering method. Existing works can be classified into two groups: partitioning and hierarchical clustering. For instance, Traclus, a well-known partition-and-group algorithm for clustering trajectories, partitions a trajectory into a set of line segments and groups similar line segments into a cluster [12] . Cao et al. proposed an algorithm to segment a long trajectory into sub segments by user-specified period [13] . Ferrero et al. extended the concept of time series shapelets to discover relevant subtrajectories [14] . The method for calculating the similarity or distance of a line segment in these methods can offer valuable insight. For example, Chen et al. defined a distance function with three components: (i) the perpendicular distance, (ii) the parallel distance, and (iii) the angular distance. These components were adapted from similar measures that were used for pattern recognition [15] . Some researchers have adopted this definition and made some improvements [12, [16] [17] [18] [19] . However, the physical meaning of this definition is not very clear, especially in the weight setting section.
On the other hand, trying to incorporate the complexity of real trajectories, hierarchical clustering algorithms build models by introducing global or local variables, such as the speed, duration, curvature, and other descriptors of trajectories [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . Mohammad et al. showed the extraction of new point features: bearing rate, the rate of change of the bearing rate and the global and local trajectory features, like medians and percentiles, enables many classifiers to achieve high accuracy (96.5%) and f1 (96.3%) scores [25] . Moreno et al. considered machine learning and context information to enrich trajectory data [26] . These methods are relatively complex and effective when it is necessary to consider the actual trajectory of movement, but for the clustering tasks that are only interested in the OD of trajectory, the method is not applicable. However, if we need to further consider the non-spatial attributes of the OD, such as the characteristics of the moving objects, land-use of OD, etc., the hierarchical clustering method can be of great significance.
SLCM Clustering Method
The Definitions
The key idea of the SLCM is finding the centerlines via sufficient neighboring lines from all OD lines. The following definitions and parameters were used in this method.
Definition: centerline and its neighboring lines. Let L be the database of lines, O be the origin points, D be the destination points, and Li be the line connecting the ith point of O and D. If Lj, a line connecting Oj and Dj, fell within the searching radius of Oi and Di, then Lj is defined as a neighboring line of the centerline Li (Figure 1) . A centerline can have more than one neighboring line and the number of its neighboring lines, denoted by Nls(Li), is defined as:
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where Dr represents the searching radius, and dist(Oi, Oj) and dist(Di, Dj) represent the Euclidean distances of two endpoints. Parameter 1: searching radius Dr. Since the key idea of the SLCM is to find similar lines from the OD database within a given radius, the first parameter that needs to be defined is the searching radius. This parameter will directly determine the shape of the clustering results. In general, the larger the searching radius, the more neighboring lines can be found. However, there is a special case that needs attention. When line Lj is too short (e.g., shorter than 2 times of Dr), meeting definition 1 does not guarantee spatial resemblance because Lj could be in a different or even the opposite direction of Li (i.e., green lines in Figure 2 ). Parameter 1: searching radius Dr. Since the key idea of the SLCM is to find similar lines from the OD database within a given radius, the first parameter that needs to be defined is the searching radius. This parameter will directly determine the shape of the clustering results. In general, the larger the searching radius, the more neighboring lines can be found. However, there is a special case that needs attention. When line Lj is too short (e.g., shorter than 2 times of Dr), meeting definition 1 does not guarantee spatial resemblance because Lj could be in a different or even the opposite direction of Li (i.e., green lines in Figure 2) . Therefore, we added a limitation parameter for Li to be defined as a center line for which the length of Li must be greater than 2Dr/sin45 • (≈2.83Dr), to ensure that the neighboring lines not only are geographically close to Li, but also in line with the direction of Li. This threshold guarantees an angle less than 45 • between a centerline and its neighboring line, and the change in length will not Parameter 1: searching radius Dr. Since the key idea of the SLCM is to find similar lines from the OD database within a given radius, the first parameter that needs to be defined is the searching radius. This parameter will directly determine the shape of the clustering results. In general, the larger the searching radius, the more neighboring lines can be found. However, there is a special case that needs attention. When line Lj is too short (e.g., shorter than 2 times of Dr), meeting definition 1 does not guarantee spatial resemblance because Lj could be in a different or even the opposite direction of Li (i.e., green lines in Figure 2 ). Therefore, we added a limitation parameter for Li to be defined as a center line for which the length of Li must be greater than 2Dr/sin45° (≈2.83Dr), to ensure that the neighboring lines not only are geographically close to Li, but also in line with the direction of Li. This threshold guarantees an angle less than 45° between a centerline and its neighboring line, and the change in length will not change by more than 2 times Dr. Notice that this definition excludes all OD lines shorter than 0.83Dr in the clustering analysis. An angle less than 45° can be used if stricter results are desired or the direction is of greater concern. This definition is elaborated on in Figure 3 . Parameter 2: the length limitation of centerline Lm, which is derived from the searching radius and is approximately equal to 2.83Dr. Li can be used as a centerline to calculate the neighboring lines in the following step only if the length of Li is longer than 2.83Dr; otherwise, Nls(Li) is set to 1. Obviously, this limitation will not allow lines shorter than 0.83Dr to participate in the final clustering. A large search radius will result in more information loss.
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Parameter 3: the minimum number of neighboring lines, Minlines. In general, a centerline is considered more representative if it has more neighboring lines. This parameter excludes all centerlines with a number of neighboring lines less than the threshold Minlines that are not considered representative in cluster analysis.
In summary, the principle of SLCM is not complicated and can be easily applied with only two parameters pre-defined: the searching radius (Dr) and the minimum number of neighborhood lines (Minlines). Notice that: (1) large Dr may lead to information loss, such that OD lines shorter than 0.83Dr will be excluded in the clustering analysis, and (2) the definition of Minlines lacks statistical meaning. Determining values of the two parameters to avoid these limitations is critical and the following strategy is proposed.
Determining the Parameters
In general, with sufficient knowledge of the OD data source and a clear study objective, Dr and Minlines can be directly specified subjectively. For example, if we want to find the strongest spatial connection in the job-house OD data to help design a public bus line and stations with an impacted area of 500 m, we can set the Dr as 500 m and the Minlines to be the minimum demand of the bus line. However, experience-based parameters may not always be optimal. Therefore, in the absence of prior knowledge, we recommended the following method developed based on the entropy theory and distribution probability.
In information theory, entropy is related to the amount of uncertainty for an event associated with a given probability distribution [27] . If all the outcomes are equally likely, then the entropy should be maximized. In the worst clustering scenario, Nls tends to be uniform for a Dr that is too Parameter 2: the length limitation of centerline Lm, which is derived from the searching radius and is approximately equal to 2.83Dr. Li can be used as a centerline to calculate the neighboring lines in the following step only if the length of Li is longer than 2.83Dr; otherwise, Nls(Li) is set to 1. Obviously, this limitation will not allow lines shorter than 0.83Dr to participate in the final clustering. A large search radius will result in more information loss.
In information theory, entropy is related to the amount of uncertainty for an event associated with a given probability distribution [27] . If all the outcomes are equally likely, then the entropy should be maximized. In the worst clustering scenario, Nls tends to be uniform for a Dr that is too small, and Nls becomes 1 for almost all lines; for a Dr that is too large, it becomes the total number of lines for almost all lines. Thus, the entropy becomes maximized. In contrast, in a good clustering scenario, the entropy of all Nls tends to be skewed. Thus, we used the entropy definition in Formula (2) and (3) and find the optimal value of Dr that minimizes H(L).
Certainly, the initial Dr begins with a small value and gradually increases to calculate the entropy of all Nls. This heuristic method provides a reasonable range where the optimal value is likely to reside.
Another parameter, Minlines, is calculated from probability distribution functions in order to ensure its statistical significance. We first tested if Nls follows a normal distribution, which can be used to obtain all spatial clustering with higher confidence. As shown in Figure 4 , any data with distribution similar to normal distribution can be transferred into a standard normal distribution with z-scores and p-value [28] . Z-scores are standard deviations. The p-value is the probability that the observed spatial pattern was created from a random process. A small p-value means it is very unlikely (with a small probability) that the observed spatial pattern is a result of a random processes. With p < 0.01 as the significance level, Minlines can be calculated as:
where SD is the standard deviation. lines for almost all lines. Thus, the entropy becomes maximized. In contrast, in a good clustering scenario, the entropy of all Nls tends to be skewed. Thus, we used the entropy definition in Formula 2 and 3 and find the optimal value of Dr that minimizes H(L).
Another parameter, Minlines, is calculated from probability distribution functions in order to ensure its statistical significance. We first tested if Nls follows a normal distribution, which can be used to obtain all spatial clustering with higher confidence. As shown in Figure 4 , any data with distribution similar to normal distribution can be transferred into a standard normal distribution with z-scores and p-value [28] . Z-scores are standard deviations. The p-value is the probability that the observed spatial pattern was created from a random process. A small p-value means it is very unlikely (with a small probability) that the observed spatial pattern is a result of a random processes. With p < 0.01 as the significance level, Minlines can be calculated as: average 2.58 * SD (4) where SD is the standard deviation. However, studies have also shown that many human activities follow a power law distribution instead of a normal distribution. For example, the distributions of a wide variety of physical, biological, and man-made phenomena were found approximately following a power law over a wide range of magnitudes [29] . Therefore, if the OD data does not meet the normal distribution, a power law distribution test is recommended. In general, most of the OD lines in space are discrete, and only a few are clustered together. Thus, we suggest testing the OD dataset with Pareto (type-I) distribution, and to calculate the cumulative distribution probability (CDP) using Formula (5) [30] .
where xm represents the minimum possible value of x, and α is a positive parameter which can be obtained from the power law mode: However, studies have also shown that many human activities follow a power law distribution instead of a normal distribution. For example, the distributions of a wide variety of physical, biological, and man-made phenomena were found approximately following a power law over a wide range of magnitudes [29] . Therefore, if the OD data does not meet the normal distribution, a power law distribution test is recommended. In general, most of the OD lines in space are discrete, and only a few are clustered together. Thus, we suggest testing the OD dataset with Pareto (type-I) distribution, and to calculate the cumulative distribution probability (CDP) using Formula (5) [30] .
where x m represents the minimum possible value of x, and α is a positive parameter which can be obtained from the power law mode:
where c and α are regression coefficients. The Pareto type-I distribution is characterized by scale parameter x m and shape parameter α, which is known as the tail index ( Figure 5 ). where c and α are regression coefficients. The Pareto type-I distribution is characterized by scale parameter xm and shape parameter α, which is known as the tail index ( Figure 5 ). To find the strong spatial connections that are statistically significant, we set Minlines as 95% and 99% of CDPs (i.e., p < 0.05 and p < 0.01). In general, when the radius is very small, Nls values would approach 1 in most cases, and α would be a large value. With increasing radius, the number of Nls with a value of 1 decreases, and α decreases. However, when α is less than 1, the expected value of a random variable following the Pareto distribution is ∞, where the tail of the distribution has an infinite area, and the probability density function becomes meaningless [32] . Therefore, when α is less than 1, Minlines is set as the null, and no centerline will be considered.
Of course, other distribution tests can be performed. The key is finding the suitable probability distribution to help extract spatial clustering with high significance level.
Clustering Process Flowchart
Overall, our classification method is simple in principle and the parameter initialization is adaptable. Once the optimal values of Dr and Minlines are set either subjectively or derived from data, the clustering process can be implemented following the flowchart in Figure 6 . To find the strong spatial connections that are statistically significant, we set Minlines as 95% and 99% of CDPs (i.e., p < 0.05 and p < 0.01). In general, when the radius is very small, Nls values would approach 1 in most cases, and α would be a large value. With increasing radius, the number of Nls with a value of 1 decreases, and α decreases. However, when α is less than 1, the expected value of a random variable following the Pareto distribution is ∞, where the tail of the distribution has an infinite area, and the probability density function becomes meaningless [32] . Therefore, when α is less than 1, Minlines is set as the null, and no centerline will be considered.
Overall, our classification method is simple in principle and the parameter initialization is adaptable. Once the optimal values of Dr and Minlines are set either subjectively or derived from data, the clustering process can be implemented following the flowchart in Figure 6 . However, this simple clustering method still cannot solve all the problems mentioned above. Lines shorter than the specified value (i.e., 0.83Dr) will be excluded in clustering, which results in loss of information. Therefore, we propose another more flexible clustering procedure to avoid this drawback. The complex version of the SLCM clustering process consists of two parts: determining the parameters forward and searching the clusters backward, as shown in Figure 7 . In this complex scenario, the optimal search radius is not used as the only search radius, but as the maximum search radius in the following step. Clustering backward means that clustering is started with the optimal search radius and ends with the minimum radius. With the optimal radius, we first search for the centerline of the maximum Nls. If the maximum Nls is greater than the Minlines, we extract the centerline and their neighboring lines into the cluster file and mark them. The remaining lines are then recalculated to determine the next centerline that satisfies the conditions. When no qualifying centerline appears, we moved on to the next smaller search radius and repeated this clustering process until the minimum search radius was reached. This backward clustering process can preserve spatially connected clustering with as much significance as possible under different search radii.
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Nls for each centerline However, this simple clustering method still cannot solve all the problems mentioned above. Lines shorter than the specified value (i.e., 0.83Dr) will be excluded in clustering, which results in loss of information. Therefore, we propose another more flexible clustering procedure to avoid this drawback. The complex version of the SLCM clustering process consists of two parts: determining the parameters forward and searching the clusters backward, as shown in Figure 7 . In this complex scenario, the optimal search radius is not used as the only search radius, but as the maximum search radius in the following step. Clustering backward means that clustering is started with the optimal search radius and ends with the minimum radius. With the optimal radius, we first search for the centerline of the maximum Nls. If the maximum Nls is greater than the Minlines, we extract the centerline and their neighboring lines into the cluster file and mark them. The remaining lines are then recalculated to determine the next centerline that satisfies the conditions. When no qualifying centerline appears, we moved on to the next smaller search radius and repeated this clustering process until the minimum search radius was reached. This backward clustering process can preserve spatially connected clustering with as much significance as possible under different search radii. 
Case Study
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, a case study with Mobike bike-sharing movement data was carried out in this paper. Our study area is the Nanshan District of Shenzhen, China. Shenzhen, the youngest megacity in China, was founded only 40 years ago. By the end of 2016, the city had 11.9 million people in an area of 1997.27 km 2 . As one of the main downtown areas, Nanshan District has a permanent population of 1.87 million people and a density of 7235 person/km 2 [33] .
Founded in 2014, Mobike is one of the fastest-growing bike-sharing companies in China. With services available in 13 cities, it is known for its distinct orange-hued and GPS-equipped bikes. Mobike provides an easy-to-use application and an efficient geo-local-station system that attracts a large number of users. By the end of 2016, the number of China's monthly active users (MAU) for bike-sharing had reached 4.32 million. Mobike achieved 72.5% of the market share, accounting for more than 3.13 million MAU [34] . These data also provide the possibility of collecting a large amount of information on citizens' mobility. Using high-frequency scanning, the positions of available bikes can be obtained at every minute and the bike-sharing OD lines can be rebuilt by tracking the locations of every bike.
According to a report, the number of bikes in the Mobike bike-sharing program in Shenzhen exceeded 200,000 in April 2017 [35] . We found 42,901 bikes in the Nanshan District and 68,883 OD trips on 9 June 2017, with an average straight-line length of 1.25 km and a minimum length of 300 m. At the morning peak time (MPT; 6-9 am), there were 15,458 OD trips, with an average length of 1.26 km and an average travel time of 22 min. The study area and the Mobike OD trips at MPT are shown in Figure 8 . 
According to a report, the number of bikes in the Mobike bike-sharing program in Shenzhen exceeded 200,000 in April 2017 [35] . We found 42,901 bikes in the Nanshan District and 68,883 OD trips on 9 June 2017, with an average straight-line length of 1.25 km and a minimum length of 300 m. At the morning peak time (MPT; 6-9 am), there were 15,458 OD trips, with an average length of 1.26 km and an average travel time of 22 min. The study area and the Mobike OD trips at MPT are shown in Figure 8 . OD data at MPT was used in this study to reveal the spatial patterns of bike movement. We set the initial Dr value as 50 m and increased it by 50 m each time. We ran the process for 50 rounds to OD data at MPT was used in this study to reveal the spatial patterns of bike movement. We set the initial Dr value as 50 m and increased it by 50 m each time. We ran the process for 50 rounds to discover the optimal parameters of Dr and Minlines and obtain the clustering results for the optimal parameters. The analysis progress and results are shown in the following section.
The Parameter Determination
First, we calculated the entropy of all Nls values with different Dr values. We noted that with increasing Dr, the entropy of Nls decreased first and then increased. This result is consistent with our initial prediction. The real minimum H(L) is achieved at round 30 (Dr = 1500 m). However, at round 5, with Dr of 250 m, the entropy of all Nls values began steady as shown in Figure 9 . discover the optimal parameters of Dr and Minlines and obtain the clustering results for the optimal parameters. The analysis progress and results are shown in the following section.
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Clustering Process with a Fixed Radius
To verify the efficiency of the selected parameters, we performed the clustering process for each specified Dr from round 1 to round 12. Table 2 summarizes the basic information of all clustering results. The minimum CDP is set as 95% (p < 0.05). The results are as follows: (1) when the searching radius is small, more gathering lines with short lengths are observed; (2) when the entropy is small, the number of clusters is low, and the total number of lines is relatively high. The average number of lines in one cluster is largest in round 12; (3) when the searching radius is large, the number of clusters with statistical significance is low. Figure 11 shows the visualization of the cluster analysis from round 1 to round 12. We discovered some interesting features. (1) When the search radius was small, the clustering results indicated spatial relationships mainly to the metro stations, with very few exceptions. This is consistent with Mobike's important role in connecting the public transit in "the last mile" [36] . The search radius determined the clustering results. (2) As the search radius increases, the number of extracted clustering lines with a 95% CDP increases, and the spatial aggregation features are not obvious. (3) Compared with the 95% CDP, clusters with a 99% CDP have a clearer spatial feature, especially when the search radius is large. However, due to the high requirements of CDP, no suitable clusters could be identified under several radii.
Thus, we recommend the complex version of SLCM clustering method with a 99% CDP. The advantage of this method is that significant aggregation areas can be preserved as much as possible. 
Clustering Results with Flexible Radius
By using the backward clustering process of the SLCM, the most significant line clusters with 99% of CDP can be preserved. Finally, we found 15 clusters with strong spatial linkages for different search radii (Table 3) . These clusters are essentially superimposed from round 1 to round 12 of the specified radius clustering results. It is worth noting that C13 was the exact cluster we mentioned with a low significant level under a large radius. The clustering method with flexible radius helped confirm it. Compared with clustering analysis of the fixed radius, this analysis can fully identify the areas with strong linkages at all spatial scales, with the characteristics of different search radii and centerline lengths. 
By using the backward clustering process of the SLCM, the most significant line clusters with 99% of CDP can be preserved. Finally, we found 15 clusters with strong spatial linkages for different search radii (Table 3) . These clusters are essentially superimposed from round 1 to round 12 of the specified radius clustering results. It is worth noting that C13 was the exact cluster we mentioned with a low significant level under a large radius. The clustering method with flexible radius helped confirm it. Compared with clustering analysis of the fixed radius, this analysis can fully identify the areas with strong linkages at all spatial scales, with the characteristics of different search radii and centerline lengths. In addition, we found some interesting connections between the origin and destination areas. (1) Most of these connected areas were near metro entrances. However, not all bike trips were related to the metro. In Figure 12c , some destinations were closer to the entrance of a nearby mountain park. (2) Comparing with ordinary residential areas, the residents of the city-village in Shenzhen had a stronger demand and showed a higher frequency of Mobike application. In Figure 12b , more origins of the city-village than ordinary residential houses were identified, and (3) in general, the demand for a connection with public transportation was relatively high, whether it was from a place of residence to a metro/bus station or from a metro/bus station to a work place (Figure 12a,d) .
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Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a new method for extracting spatial linkage information from large OD data (i.e., the SLCM). This method is more intuitive and simple for clustering OD lines. The key concept is to identify neighboring lines by searching for the endpoints of OD lines within a certain radius (Dr). When the number of neighboring lines exceeds a threshold (Minlines), the cluster is considered to be a significant cluster. This method adopts entropy theory and the probability distribution function to determine the parameters, by which we can effectively obtain reliable 
In this paper, we proposed a new method for extracting spatial linkage information from large OD data (i.e., the SLCM). This method is more intuitive and simple for clustering OD lines. The key concept is to identify neighboring lines by searching for the endpoints of OD lines within a certain radius (Dr). When the number of neighboring lines exceeds a threshold (Minlines), the cluster is considered to be a significant cluster. This method adopts entropy theory and the probability distribution function to determine the parameters, by which we can effectively obtain reliable parameters. We can directly use empirical values to conduct the clustering method for a specific radius to find the strongest contact areas. While in the absence of prior knowledge, the backward clustering process can help us find all significant clusters using a flexible radius.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the SLCM clustering method, we have conducted a case study using the Mobike OD data at MPT in the Nanshan District of Shenzhen, China. A comparison of the clustering process showed that the complex version of SLCM can be used to effectively identify spatial clustering. The results showed that this method can be used to synthesize massive flows, find major patterns, and confirm known structures (e.g., typical travel purposes of bike-sharing for the 'last kilometer' problem) and discover unknowns (i.e., special places with more attractions). This type of clustering analysis is also applicable for other commonly encountered OD data, including migration, phone calls, world trade, etc., especially floating location data.
Overall, we believe that combined with other data sources, the new clustering method for OD lines proposed in this paper can be used to obtain new insights into movement data. This work is the start of a series of analyses; currently, we are undertaking in-depth studies on spatial pattern recognition to further explore impact factors as citizen intra-city trips are often influenced by resource allocations and functional areas, such as educational, entertainment, business, and residential areas. 
